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Abstract: Liposarcomas are neoplasm of mesodermal origin derived from adipose tissues and corresponds to 

10-14% of all soft tissue sarcomas.Paratesticular liposarcoma is very rare and only 5-7%incidence.Because of 

the difficulty in determining the exact site of origin ,paratesticular liposarcoma include all liposarcoma arising 

in the structures around the testes and lower end of the cord.Most commonly its arising from spermatic 

cord.The tissue of origin is seems to be the subserous retroperitoneal fat which continuous distally with the cord 

.The treatment of this is still unsettled because of its rarity .Its considered as low grade malignancy compared to 

other paratesticular tumour.Hence high inguinal orchidectomy is cosidered as the treatment .The role of 

retroperitoneal dissection of lymphnode is still uncertain.Among soft tissue sarcomas liposarcoma is the most 

radiosensitive tumour and also there are reported cases of effective post operative radiotherapy treatment .Less 

than 200 cases are reported in the literature.We are presenting a case of liposarcoma presented clinically as 

vaginal hydrocele. 
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Key Messages 
Paratesticular liposarcomas are very rare neoplasm and usually arise from the subserous fat .Compared 

to other paratesticular tumour its of low grade tumour and needs only high inguinal orchidectomy.Pleomorphic 

type is considered as the most common variety. 

 

I. Introduction 

Liposarcoma is a rare pathological entity. By far is the most common histological subtype of 

genitourinary sarcomas in adults. Liposarcoma is tumour of adults with peak incidence between ages 50 and 65 

years. 20% of soft tissue sarcomas in adults. Most common sites are thigh and retroperitoneum Approximately 

two hundred cases were reported in the literature. We are here by presenting a case with a typical clinical 

scenario of paratesticular liposarcoma. 

 

II. Case History: 
A 60 year old male presented with swelling of left hemiscrotum of 6 months duration with gradual 

increase in the size of the swelling.Clinical examination revealed a 8 x 6 cm fluctuant transilluminant swelling 

without any cough impulse on left hemiscrotum and we made hydrocele as the clinical diagnosis..Pre operative 

uss showed a lobulated predominantly hypoechoic lesion in relation to cord with minimal vascularity and 

hydrocele( fig 1) 
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In view of this report we investigated for testicular malignancy and sent for tumour markers and found 

to be negative.Pre operative CT ,uss chest and chest x ray done for mtastatic work up and found to be negative 

hence proceeded with high inguinal orchidectomy 

III. Histopathology 
Grossly there is a tumour of size 9.5x 5x4.3 cm in the paratesticular area pale yellow lobulated 

fibrofattty tumour.section shows cellular neoplasm partly circumscribed in areas and with infiltrating margins in 

other areas composed of loosely dispersed spindle to pleomorphic cells with hyperchromatic nuclei in a 

background of fibroblastic stroma.Large cells with bizarre hyperchromatic nuclei and occasional cells in 

mitosis.Other section shows fibrocollagenous tissues and lobules of mature adipo cytes.Periphery of cellular 

tumour shows lobules of mature adipocytes with variation in size,occasional hyperchromatic nuclei and stromal 

bizarre cells.Bizarre pleomorphic cells positive for vimentin ,desmin.low proliferative index positive for 

KI67.Adjuscent atypical adipocyte positive for S100.Smooth cell actin negative.and gave a diagnosis of de 

differentiated liposarcoma sclerosing variety(FIG2,3).  

 

 
FIG 2 Gross specimen of the lesion 

 

 
FIG 3 Microscopy of the lesion 

 

IV. Discussion 
  Liposarcoma is tumour of adults with peak incidence between ages 50 and 65 years.The youngest 

reported patient was 27 years old, and the oldest was 80 years 
1,2

.Less than 200 cases were reported up to 

date.The common sites of occurance with order of frequency are spermatic cord ,tunica and epididymis.The 

presentation can be mistaken for hernia or hydrocele as in our case
3
. Para-testicular liposarcoma appears as a 

nonhomogeneous mass with variable echoes consistent with fat. CT scan with IV contrast is an excellent 

radiological tool for diagnosis.It is used preoperatively and postoperatively for staging and followup, 

respectively. 

            Liposarcoma can be a well differentiated ,myxoid round cell and pleomorphic one.Of which  myxoid 

type is known to be the most common type. In differentiated liposarcoma well and poority differentiated 

liposarcoma and non lipomatous sarcoma  coexist in one tumour. It has a vague prognosis compared to other 

types of sarcoma making the histological diagnosis difficult
4.5.6

. On a chromosomal level, differentiated 

liposarcoma frequently displays the same chromosomal abnormally associated with well differentiated 

liposarcomas – the presence of a supernumerary ring or giant  chromosome derived from the 1 2q (13 - 21) 

region.  

             Hematogenous and lymphatic spread is usually a late event exhibited by high-grade tumors.With 

regards to treatment radical orchiectomy and en bloc removal of the tumor with wide local excision are the 
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standard treatment. It has been reported that no therapeutic advantage could be attributed to superficial inguinal 

or retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy. 

              Liposarcoma in general are radiosensitive tumour but in the case of paratesicular tumour its role  is less 

clear. Recurrence after radiotherapy may have a higher-grade and more aggressive neoplasm with 

dedifferentiation. Radiation therapy is recommended in addition to surgery 
5
 in situations with evidence of 

tumor with propensity for more aggressive behavior (i.e., if inadequate margin, recurrence, highgrade or if there 

is lymphatic invasion). There is a paucity of data regarding the results of chemotherapy in metastatic para-

testicular liposarcoma but the results of chemotherapy for liposarcoma at other sites are poor. Adjuvant 

chemotherapy has been reported in 2 cases but followup has been short. Doxorubicin chemotherapy has been 

used occasionally. Para-testicular liposarcoma has a high propensity for local recurrence, the commonest reason 

for which is incomplete resection. Pleomorphic liposarcoma appears to be somewhat sensitive to gemcitabine 

based and ifosfamide based chemotherapy.  The reported recurrence rate ranges between 46% and 57%. 

Prognosis and survival vary in relation to histopathological classification. Myxoid and welldifferentiated have 

better prognosis than round cell and pleomorphic liposarcoma. Five-year survival rates are 80% and 20%, 

respectively 
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